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Convert2HTML provides an easy-to-use PHP syntax highlighter for those times when you just want to convert a PHP document into syntax-highlighted HTML code. It also allows you to convert query results into HTML tables. Features: ✓ PHP code highlight and highlight HTML ✓ Code syntax highlighting ✓ Edit HTML code directly ✓ Download as HTML ✓ Download as PDF
✓ Print selected HTML code ✓ Export results as HTML ✓ Convert code to PHP (for QTranslator's PHP syntax highlighter) ✓ Convert query results into HTML tables (for QTranslator's PhpMyAdmin) ✓ Fully integrated in Notepad++ ✓ Open source ✓ Free (Apache 2.0 license) ✓ Free (Apache 2.0 license) Convert2HTML Website: Changelog: 0.2 - 01/07/2011 - Release 0.2. -
Added tab key support. - Added document properties to file dialog. - Added new parameter: Include HTML code for new files (disable: Include HTML code for new files). - Added PHP syntax highlighting for select tag. - Added QTranslator's PHP syntax highlighter. - Added option to filter the columns. - Added option to show the current selection. - Added options to export a text
document as plain text or HTML code and download as HTML code. - Added option to export the current selection as HTML code. - Added convert query results to HTML code button. - Added tooltips and descriptions. 0.1 - 01/05/2011 - Initial Release. The QTranslator plugin provides translations into six languages: English, Czech, German, French, Italian, and Spanish. While
the translation can be done manually, this plugin is for those times when you are in a hurry and want to get it done as soon as possible. Highlights: ✓ Automatic PHP syntax highlighting ✓ Convert SQL statements to HTML ✓ Convert query results into HTML tables ✓ Convert XML document into HTML ✓ Display the current selected text in HTML code ✓ Display the current
selected text in English ✓ Display the current selected text in English (useful when you have a document with many lines of code in English and want to see the translation at a glance) ✓ Display the current selected text in English and
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-> Recursively search for [\{] {][\}] -> If the found text is [\{][\}] then a [notepad++] will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\{][\}] then a [notepad++] will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}] then a [/] will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}] then a [/] will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\{][\}] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. ->
If the found text is [\}][\{] then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\{][\}] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found
text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/
will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is
a whitespace character then a [/ will be inserted. -> If the found text is [\}][\{] and the next character is a whitespace character then a [/ will be 77a5ca646e
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Convert2HTML converts plain code (text) in the active editor window into syntax highlighted HTML. It also allows you to convert query results in Notepad++ into HTML tables. 1. Supports latest Notepad++ versions 3.x and 4.x (Windows / Linux) 2. Only works with the latest HTML template files from W3Schools 3. Special theme support 4. Supports Python, PHP, VB, C#, C,
C++, Java and Javascript with the latest template files 5. Supports batch conversion of many files 6. Export to CSV format for batch export 7. Export to HTML format with many syntax options 8. Copy support for any version of Notepad++ 9. Supports MySQL query output 10. Supports Encoding and Fonts 11. Full Unicode support 12. Export formatting options 13. XML/XSL
support 14. Import from FTP 15. Import from CSV format 16. Import from ZIP File 17. Install options 18. Support for templates with CSS and JavaScript 19. Export to EXCEL CSV format 20. Exports into HTML with added CSS3 Support for Images (attached in ZIP) 21. Exports to HTML with images 22. Manual update 23. Handles custom html tags 24. Allows to automatically
generate HTML to import into 25. Automatically converts ASCII code to HTML 26. Allows the selection of characters to convert to HTML 27. Supports.NET StyleSheet 28. Uses HTML/XML tags to highlight attributes (without special characters) 29. If using HTML/XML with the latest template files from W3Schools, full Unicode support is included (no more special
characters) 30. If using HTML/XML with the latest template files from W3Schools, support for any font (not only Segoe UI) 31. If using HTML/XML with the latest template files from W3Schools, full Unicode support is included (no more special characters) 32. If using HTML/XML with the latest template files from W3Schools, supports custom HTML tags 33. If using
HTML/XML with the latest template files from W3Schools, supports multiple lines for multi-line code 34

What's New in the?

Convert2HTML is a Notepad++ plugin for syntax highlighting source files in HTML format. How it works: When you open a plain text file and select Convert2HTML from the menu bar, Notepad++ will analyze the source code, and highlight the file into syntax-highlighted HTML. Furthermore, the plugin offers a table-conversion feature, which converts the text from the plain
text to HTML table, and a source code formatter feature, which allows you to convert your source code into HTML. Usage: Select source code to format. Press CTRL+SPACE or select Text > Convert to HTML. Select HTML and press CTRL+SPACE or select Text > Convert to HTML > Tables. Limitations: Convert2HTML converts only the selected source code. This will not
convert an entire document. If you would like to convert a selected document, you will need to open the Document Properties dialog box and enter the text there. This feature is currently disabled in the latest release of the plugin, which is available from the Plugin  Downloads  Plugin.zip file. You can find out more about the conversion feature on the source code website.
Changelog: Version 0.3 (22-04-2011) - Added table conversion feature - Added font size to table header cells - Added shortcut "Properties" to the menu - Added documentation to help file - Minor fixes in conversion settings - Reverted to old method of opening HTML file - Switch between properties and HTML view Version 0.2 (30-03-2011) - Added shortcut "Show Properties"
to the menu - Fixed some minor bugs Version 0.1 (17-03-2011) - Initial release Version 0.0 (11-02-2011) - Initial release   You are using Internet Explorer 8 and have JavaScript disabled. This website uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. If you continue to use the site we will assume that you are OK with our Cookies. To find out more, please see our Cookies
policy page   You are using Internet Explorer 7 and have JavaScript disabled. This website uses JavaScript to provide you with a great user experience. If you continue to use the site we will assume that you are OK with our use of JavaScript. To find out more, please see our JavaScript policy page     Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience.   I accept the terms and
conditionsThis invention relates to high-performance insulated-gate field-effect transistor (MOSFET) devices, and more particularly, to high-
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System Requirements For Convert2HTML:

Windows 7 64bit or higher Intel Core i3-3225U, 2.5GHz 4GB RAM 5GB available disk space HDD or SSD, between 250 MB and 1 GB 1920×1080 monitor Before you begin, make sure you have Steam installed. Steam is a software platform developed by Valve Corporation for video games. The product line consists of four divisions: Source, Games, Hardware, and Video. Game
installation is required to begin the installation process. All included games in the product are digitally distributed and
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